Assessment of the Components and Sources of Acid Deposition in Northeast Asia: A Case Study of the Coastal and Metropolitan Cities in Northern Taiwan
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Abstract: In this study, temporal variations, major ion reference indexes, correlation analysis, and statistical data were used to investigate the chemical characteristics of the atmospheric pollutants in wet deposition and reasons for their formation, and further insight into the impact of local and regional atmospheric pollutant distributions on urban and coastal area environments. From November 2014 to October 2015, 158 rainwater samples were collected in coastal Wanli and urban Banqiao of southern Northeast Asia (northern Taiwan). The mean pH of the coastal and urban was 4.63 and 4.58, respectively, lower than the mean (5.31) of 10 East Asia regions during the year of 2015. This was possibly because the concentration of the combined SO$_4^{2-}$ and NO$_3^-$ in the study area were greater than the mean of the 10 East Asian regions. This is verified by the calculation of sea-salt fraction (SSF) and non-SSF fraction (NSSF) in study areas, which indicated that Na$^+$ and Cl$^-$ accounted for over 85% of the SSF, without Na$^+$ in Banqiao, were mainly due to marine sources. For the NSSF, in addition to SO$_4^{2-}$ in Wanli, nearly 90% of wet disposition was from SO$_4^{2-}$ and NO$_3^-$, which were emitted from human activities. Furthermore, the analysis of fractional acidity (FA), neutralization factors (NF), neutralization potential (NP), and acidification potential (AP) revealed that acidified precipitation was caused by a lack of neutralizing compounds, which resulted in less neutralization of acidic precipitation. Finally, the results of correlation and principal component analysis (PCA) indicated that because coastal area were geographically closer to the ocean, wet deposition mainly comes from marine sources. However, in urban with a high population density and high traffic quantity, the ions in wet deposition primarily come from anthropogenic activities, such as industrial combustion and vehicle emissions.
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1. Introduction

Industrialization, traffic development, and population concentration in urban areas have caused severe air pollution problems and affected the health and environmental quality of residents who live in cities and nearby areas. Air pollution, atmospheric aerosols, and precipitation acidification are common phenomena that are interrelated [1]. Air pollutants are accumulated or removed through atmospheric dry and wet deposition. Wet deposition is the primary mechanism for scavenging gas and particle phase pollutants in the atmosphere [2]. This process is crucial for the nutrient cycle and for scavenging pollutants from the surrounding air. Other than air pollution sources from human activities,
the environmental background of a city (such as its location in a basin or near the coast) can affect the distribution of air pollutants and their behavior in the environment. Kulshrestha et al. (2003) [3] indicated that the chemical properties and characteristics of precipitation differ across regions or sites on the basis of particulates being emitted into the ecological system by humans or natural phenomena. Generally, exploring precipitation sources and transmission is primarily based on the concentration of major dissolved ions in the precipitation, the ion concentration from natural and anthropogenic sources, and the stoichiometry between ions [4].

The chemical component of precipitation can reveal important information on the level of pollution and help assess acidifying, neutralizing, and eutrophying species in the atmosphere and the deposition and transportation of heavy metal and aerosols [5]. Urbanization and human activities have a major impact on the chemical component of precipitation. Because the emission sources of these pollutants are complex (they undergo many physical and chemical mechanisms before being deposited as rain), research on the chemical components of precipitation can provide valuable air quality information and assist with differentiating pollution sources [6]. In the past 30 years, countries across the globe have conducted studies on precipitation chemistry to determine the source of precipitation according to its chemical components, thereby gaining a further insight into the partial and regional distribution of pollutants and the potential impact of scavenging and deposition in the environment [7].

Acid rain has been among the greatest environmental problems in the last few decades of the 20th century, particularly in the 1980s, when most people believed that acid rain was one of the greatest environmental threats of the time. The danger from acid rain is slow, and only when Europe and North America discovered the precipitation acidification phenomenon did scientists pay attention to this problem [8]. Acid rain is mainly produced from the emission of a large quantity of sulfur dioxide (SO$_2$) and reactive nitrogen oxide (NO$_x$) in human activities, which causes the gradual acidification of the atmospheric and ecological environments. Chen and Chen (2008) [9] noted that in the 1990s, the economy and population in East Asia grew rapidly. The region became highly urbanized and induced changes in farming patterns. Industrial development and petroleum fuel use increased, and the air pollution problem in the region became more severe. The main species that caused acid rain in the two megacities in China (Shanghai and Shenzhen) were sulfates and nitrates [6,10]. The study results revealed that rapid economic development caused the increased emission of acidic substances, which was the main reason for the acidification of precipitation.

Smith (1872) [11] analyzed the chemical component of precipitation in the industrial city of Manchester and its surrounding areas and discovered that the city’s precipitation contained sulfuric acid (H$_2$SO$_4$) or acidic sulfuric acid salts (SO$_4^{2-}$), which made the precipitation acidic. Precipitation in the suburban areas contained ammonium sulfate ((NH$_4$)$_2$SO$_4$) and was slightly acidic. However, precipitation from rural farm villages contained ammonium carbonate ((NH$_4$)$_2$CO$_3$) and was only mildly acidic [12]. Generally, spatial differences directly affect the chemical properties of wet deposition. Continental wet deposition has a higher concentration of man-made ions than neutral marine rain, particularly when it comes to acidic material in urban and rural atmospheric precipitation. Thus, acid rain has become a global environmental problem [1]. Changes in the ion concentration in wet deposition are notably related to the source of the air mass, particularly when the air mass source contains other non-sea-salt sources (such as sand dust, biomass burning, and fossil fuel combustion). Some ion concentrations increase because of the special characteristics of the source. According to such characteristics, the main ion concentration can be used to determine the main sources of the aerosol [4].

Taiwan is located at the junction of the Eurasian continent and the Pacific Ocean, and its climate is affected by the interaction of continental and marine climate patterns. In the winter, continental cold high pressure comes from Siberia as northeast monsoon winds. In the summer, the Pacific marine high pressure comes as southwest monsoon winds. The main rainy season runs from May to June, and the typhoon season runs from July to September. Taiwan’s geographical location is downwind of continental pollutant emissions, which has a significant impact on the wet deposition composition. In northern Taiwan, the historic wet deposition pH is lower than 5.0, particularly during the northeast
monsoon wind season. The higher concentration of acid pollutants from the continent renders acid rain more severe during the winter than during the summer. Therefore, acid rain is influenced by climate patterns and exhibits seasonal characteristics. Chen and Chen (2008) [9] noted that the region’s atmospheric deposition is mainly affected by sea salt, biomass burning, and fossil fuel combustion.

In this study, data were acquired from precipitation samples collected by two wet deposition sampling stations in the southern part of Northeast Asia (Wanli and Banqiao in northern Taiwan) for 12 months. The chemical components of the samples were analyzed, and the results were used to understand the chemical properties of atmospheric pollutants in wet deposition and the reason for their formation. To achieve the research objective, several research methods were adopted for comprehensive analysis, namely pH measurement, ion composition analysis, major ion reference indexes, and correlation coefficient and principle component analysis (PCA). In addition, the wet deposition survey results for the East Asia regions in the Acid Deposition Monitoring Network in East Asia (EANET) (2015) [13] report were referenced to verify the effects of possible air pollution sources on urban and coastal city environments as well as the differences of effects.

2. Methodology

2.1. Sampling Location and Sample Analysis

In this study, rainwater samples were collected from two sampling stations (Figure 1), which are located in Wanli (25°11′56″ N; 121°38′48″ E) and Banqiao (25°0′44″ N; 121°27′22″ E). These two rainwater sampling stations were operated and maintained by the Department of Environmental Protection, New Taipei City Government. Wanli is located on the southern margin of the East China Sea and in the northeast coast of Taiwan. This area is surrounded by mountains on three sides and the other is facing the sea. Human activities in this area are relatively small and are mainly affected by the ocean. The average annual temperature is 21.9 °C, and the annual rainfall is approximately 2900 mm. The wet and dry seasons in the region are from October to March and June to September, respectively. Banqiao is the capital city of New Taipei City with a population of 554,000. The city has 527 industrial factories and 450,000 motor vehicles. The average annual temperature in Banqiao is 23 °C, and the average annual rainfall is 2405 mm. Rainfall mainly occurs from May to September. This study used the area of Wanli as the background station and Banqiao as an urban monitoring station that is affected by anthropogenic activities to compare the differences of acid rain properties in urban areas and coastal cities.

![Figure 1. Map of the study area, sampling sites.](image-url)
In this study, 158 wet deposition samples (99 for Wanli and 59 for Banqiao) including 7 typhoon samples (4 for Wanli and 3 for Banqiao) were collected during the period from September 2014 to October 2015. Wet deposition was collected using the acid precipitation sampler (TE-78-100, Tisch Environmental, Cleves, OH, USA). The precipitation sampler automatically collected precipitation samples every time rainfall occurred. The day after the rain event, the samples were collected on site at 9:00 ± 0.5 hr. Samples that contained less than 150 mL of rainwater were excluded from the study because the amount was insufficient for experiments and analysis. The pH meter (WTW pH3310; Suntex Instruments Co., Taiwan) uses glass electrodes and references the electrical potential of tested samples by using electrodes to determine the activity of hydrogen ions. The device has an automatic or manual temperature compensation function and can read to 0.01 pH. The rainwater sample was initially filtered using a pre-ashed quartz fiber membrane (Quartz fiber membrane, QR-100, 24 mm, Advantec, Japan). The filtered samples were then poured into brown glass bottles, which were sealed with parafilms before being stored in a refrigerator at 4 °C. The samples were analyzed within a week and were stored for a maximum of three weeks to reduce the likelihood of chemical composition changes [4].

After preprocessing, the cations and anions of the precipitation in the samples were analyzed using ion chromatography (Dionex-Ultimate 3000, Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA). An IonPac AS12A column was used for the anions, and an ASRS-300 was used as the suppressor. The eluent was a mixture of 2.7 mM of sodium carbonate (Na$_2$CO$_3$)/0.3 mM of sodium bicarbonate (NaHCO$_3$), and the eluent flow was 1.5 mL min$^{-1}$. An IonPac CS12A column was used for the cation, and a CSRS-300 was used as the suppressor. The eluent was 20 mM of methanesulfonic acid, and the eluent flow was 1.0 mL min$^{-1}$. In this study, analysis of the primary ions in the precipitation included the anion concentration (Cl$^-$, NO$_3^-$, and SO$_4^{2-}$) and cation concentration (NH$_4^+$, Na$^+$, K$^+$, Mg$^{2+}$, and Ca$^{2+}$). For more details, please reference Chen et al. (2015) [4]. The relative percent difference for all ion analyses was 4.26 ± 2.41%.

2.2. Quality Assurance Measures

In addition to the ion chromatography of primary cations and anions, the H$^+$, OH$^-$, and HCO$_3^-$ ions in wet deposition were calculated using the following equation based on the measured pH level:

$$[H^+] = 10^{-pH}$$

$$[OH^-] = 10^{pH-14}$$

$$[HCO_3^-] = 10^{-11.24+pH}$$

where [H$^+$], [OH$^-$], and [HCO$_3^-$] are the molar concentration (mol/L) and the equivalent concentration of H$^+$, OH$^-$, and HCO$_3^-$, respectively (because the electrical charge is from a single valence electron; eq/L).

In addition, determining the anion and cation electrical charge balance required the calculation of the sum of the anions ($\Sigma T Z^-$) and cations ($\Sigma T Z^+$). The sums were calculated from the following equations, respectively:

$$\Sigma T Z^- = [HCO_3^-] + [OH^-] + 2[SO_4^{2-}] + [NO_3^-] + [Cl^-]$$

$$\Sigma T Z^+ = [H^+] + 2[Ca^{2+}] + 2[Mg^{2+}] + [Na^+] + [K^+] + [NH_4^+]$$

The ion concentration unit is $\mu$mol/L, and the $\Sigma T Z^-$ and $\Sigma T Z^+$ concentration unit is $\mu$eq/L. The $\Sigma T Z^-/\Sigma T Z^+$ ratio was within the 1 ± 0.25 scope. Thus, the scope of the data was acceptable [14].
2.3. Major Ion Reference Indexes

2.3.1. Enrichment Factor (EF) and Source Fraction

Marine and crustal enrichment factor (EF\textsubscript{m} and EFs) are often used to identify whether the ions in precipitation are derived from marine or crustal sources. Marine enrichment factor (EF\textsubscript{m}) uses Na\textsuperscript{+} as the indicator ion for marine sources \[15\]. Crustal enrichment factor (EF\textsubscript{c}) uses Ca\textsuperscript{2+} as the indicator ion for crustal sources \[16\]. The calculation method for EFs are shown as follows:

\[
EF_{m} = \frac{\left[ X\right]_{\text{Na}^+}}{\left[ X\right]_{\text{Na}^+}}_{\text{rain}} / \left[ X\right]_{\text{Na}^+}}_{\text{sea}} \quad (6)
\]

\[
EF_{c} = \frac{\left[ X\right]_{\text{Ca}^{2+}}} {\left[ X\right]_{\text{Ca}^{2+}}}_{\text{rain}} / \left[ X\right]_{\text{Ca}^{2+}}}_{\text{crust}} \quad (7)
\]

where \([X/Na^+]_{\text{rain}}/[X/Na^+]_{\text{sea}}\) is the X ion concentration and Na\textsuperscript{+} concentration ratio in the precipitation sample and seawater, and \([X/Ca^{2+}]_{\text{rain}}/[X/Ca^{2+}]_{\text{crust}}\) is the X ion concentration and Ca\textsuperscript{2+} concentration ratio in the precipitation sample and crust. In this study, the \([X/Na^+]_{\text{sea}}\) and \([X/Ca^{2+}]_{\text{crust}}\) ratio was referenced from \[14,17\].

Furthermore, to determine the possible sources of precipitation, this study divided such sources into seawater, crustal, and anthropogenic sources. The following equations are used to calculate their fractions, respectively \[14,18,19\]:

\[
SSF(\%) = \frac{\left[ X\right]_{\text{Na}^+}}{\left[ X\right]_{\text{Na}^+}}_{\text{sea}} \times \frac{\left[ Na^+\right]}{\left[ Na^+\right]}_{\text{rain}} \times 100 = \frac{1}{EF_{m}} \times 100 \quad (8)
\]

\[
CF(\%) = \frac{\left[ X\right]_{Ca^{2+}}}{\left[ X\right]_{Ca^{2+}}}_{\text{crust}} \times \frac{\left[ Ca^{2+}\right]}{\left[ Ca^{2+}\right]}_{\text{rain}} \times 100 = \frac{1}{EF_{c}} \times 100 \quad (9)
\]

\[
AF(\%) = 100 - SSF - CF \quad (10)
\]

where SSF, CF, and AF represent the sea-salt fraction (SSF), crustal fraction (CF), and anthropogenic fraction (AF), respectively. \([X]_{\text{rain}}\) is the X ion concentration (\(\mu\text{mol/L}\)) in the precipitation, and \([Na^+]_{\text{rain}}\) and \([Ca^{2+}]_{\text{rain}}\) are the Na\textsuperscript{+} and Ca\textsuperscript{2+} concentration (\(\mu\text{mol/L}\)) in the precipitation, respectively.

Strong acids from anthropogenic emissions (H\textsubscript{2}SO\textsubscript{4} and HNO\textsubscript{3}) are the main impact factors in wet deposition acidity. Sulfates can be produced from anthropogenic or seawater sources. Thus, when exploring anthropogenic sulfates, seawater sulfates must first be deducted. This results in anthropogenic sulfates or non-sea-salt sulfates (nss-SO\textsubscript{4}\textsuperscript{2−}). The following equation is used for calculation:

\[
\text{nss-SO}_{4}^{2-} = \text{SO}_{4}^{2-} - 0.06 \times \left[ Na^+ \right] \quad (11)
\]

\[
\text{nss-Ca}^{2+} = \text{Ca}^{2+} - 0.02 \times \left[ Na^+ \right] \quad (12)
\]

where \([\text{nss-SO}_{4}^{2-}]\) and \([\text{nss-SO}_{4}^{2-}]\) are the concentration (\(\mu\text{mol/L}\)) of non-sea-salt sulfates and non-sea-salt calcium, respectively; and \([Na^+]\), \([SO_{4}^{2-}]\), and \([Ca^{2+}]\) are the concentration (\(\mu\text{mol/L}\)) of Na\textsuperscript{+}, SO\textsubscript{4}\textsuperscript{2−}, and Ca\textsuperscript{2+} in wet deposition.

In wet deposition, nss-SO\textsubscript{4}\textsuperscript{2−} and NO\textsubscript{3} are the two main acidic components. Thus, fractional acidity (FA) can be used to assess the level of acid neutralization in wet deposition. The FA estimation equation is as follows:

\[
FA = \frac{\left[H^+\right]}{\left[NO_3^-\right] + [nss-SO_4^{2-}]} \quad (13)
\]
If FA equals 1, wet deposition cannot neutralize the acidity produced by H$_2$SO$_4$ and HNO$_3$ [20]. In wet deposition, the ionizing acidity produced by nss-SO$_{4}^{2-}$ and NO$_3^{-}$ can be buffered using NH$_4^{+}$, Ca$^{2+}$, K$^{+}$, and Mg$^{2+}$. Quantifying the neutralization factor (NF) can indicate the availability of these cations to neutralize free acid in rainwater [15,21]:

$$NF_{(X^{+})} = \frac{[X^{+}]}{[NO_{3}^{-}] + 2[\text{nss-SO}_{4}^{2-}]}$$

$$NF_{(X^{2+})} = \frac{[X^{2+}]}{2[NO_{3}^{-}] + [\text{nss-SO}_{4}^{2-}]}$$

The ratio of neutralization potential (NP) to acidification potential (AP) is used to evaluate the balance between acidity and alkalinity and is calculated with the following equation [22]:

$$\frac{NP}{AP} = \frac{[\text{nss-Ca}^{2+}] + [NH_{4}^{+}]}{[\text{nss-SO}_{4}^{2-}] + [NO_{3}^{-}]}$$

To assess the availability of ammonia to neutralize the acidic substances H$_2$SO$_4$ and HNO$_3$ in the atmosphere, an ammonium availability index (AAI) was defined. The AAI uses the molar ratio expression to determine the ammonia concentration that is required to completely neutralize sulfuric acid and nitric acid [23,24]:

$$\text{AAI} = \frac{[NH_{4}^{+}]}{2 \times [SO_{4}^{2-}] + [NO_{3}^{-}]} \times 100\%$$

An AAI of <100% indicates a lack of ammonia to fully neutralize sulfates and nitrates acids. If AAI = 100%, the sulfates and nitrates are completely neutralized. If the AAI > 100%, the ammonia is sufficient to neutralize the sulfuric acid and nitric acid.

2.3.2. Correlation and Principal Component Analysis

The correlation analysis in this study entailed the use of the Pearson product-moment correlation coefficient, which is often abbreviated as Pearson’s $r$. This coefficient ranges between 1 and $-1$ and is calculated as the covariance and standard deviation quotient between two variables [25]. When the two variables are positively correlated, the correlation coefficient is greater than 0. If the two variables are negatively correlated, the correlation coefficient is less than 0. When the correlation coefficient is 0, the two variables have no correlation. The closer the correlation coefficient absolute value is to 1, the higher the correlation between the two variables becomes.

Principal component analysis (PCA) is a multivariate statistical analysis method. In PCA, the coordinate axis center is shifted to align with the center of data. Next, the coordinate axis is rotated to maximize the variance of the newly synthesized variables variance following projection (the broadest data distribution on the coordinate axis). This projected linear combination is the first main component and consists of the maximum eigenvalue in the covariance matrix of the variable. The second largest projected variance is the second main component, and so on. If a set of data has $n$ variables, PCA can determine $n$ main components. These main components (eigenvectors) must be orthogonal [26]. The percentage of explained variance for each main component is the main component’s eigenvalue divided by the total eigenvalues of all main components. A loading denotes the coefficient that describes changes in variables. A greater loading results in a greater impact of the original variable on the new variable. The size of a loading is often used to define the meaning of a main component, and whether it is positive or negative is irrelevant for the main component and only has an impact on the correlation between species. If they are both positive or negative, a positive
correlation is present. By contrast, if they are different, a negative correlation is present [9]. In this study, IBM’s Statistical Product and Service Solutions v12.0 was used for the correlation and PCA.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Variation of pH and Chemical Composition of Rainwater

Overall, 71.7% and 85.7% of the samples from Wanli (coastal) and Banqiao (urban), respectively, had a pH value lower than 5 (the means were 4.63 and 4.58, respectively). This indicated that precipitation in the sampling area had a higher level of acidity. The pH values of rainwater in Wanli and Banqiao were showed a clear seasonal variation which was none more than pH 5 and minimum value in the winter, and further, up to 71.3% (pH > 5) in the summer from Wanli and 46.2% (pH > 5) in autumn. To further evaluate the precipitation properties in the sampling area, the volume weighted mean (VWM) was performed in this study, and then compared with other 10 regions in East Asia (Table 1). The pH values of the 10 East Asia regions were between 4.69 and 6.14, with a mean pH value equal 5.31, Japan, Korea, Malaysia, and Indonesia with pH values less than 5. The mean pH value of this studied areas were lower than the mean of the 10 regions in East Asia. This result may be caused by high concentration of \( \text{SO}_4^{2-} \) and \( \text{NO}_3^- \) and low concentration of neutralizing cations (such as \( \text{Ca}^{2+} \), \( \text{Mg}^{2+} \), and \( \text{NH}_4^+ \)). According to other literature indicated that water in equilibrium with an non-polluted atmosphere containing \( \text{CO}_2 \), \( \text{NO}_x \), and \( \text{SO}_2 \) is slightly acidic and has around pH value of 5.6 [27–29]. Therefore, precipitation with a pH lower than this value is often considered as acidic, and this is mainly caused by the anthropogenic emission of \( \text{SO}_2 \) and \( \text{NO}_2 \), originating from industrial activities, coal burning [28].

In this study, the VWM concentration of the ions in Wanli were in order of \( \text{Cl}^- > \text{Na}^+ > \text{Mg}^{2+} > \text{SO}_4^{2-} > \text{H}^+ > \text{Ca}^{2+} > \text{NO}_3^- > \text{NH}_4^+ > \text{K}^+ \). This was mainly because Wanli is close to the ocean, and the marine derived ion (\( \text{Cl}^- \) and \( \text{Na}^+ \)) concentrations were relatively higher. The VWM concentration of the ions in Banqiao followed the \( \text{SO}_4^{2-} > \text{NO}_3^- > \text{Cl}^- > \text{NH}_4^+ > \text{Na}^+ > \text{H}^+ > \text{Ca}^{2+} > \text{Mg}^{2+} > \text{K}^+ \) downward order. This possibly has been caused by a higher level of anthropogenic activities, which resulted in a higher concentration of anthropogenic ions (\( \text{SO}_4^{2-} \) and \( \text{NO}_3^- \)). Al-Momani et al. [30,31] reported that the equivalence ratio of total anions to cations (\( \Sigma \text{TZ}^- / \Sigma \text{TZ}^+ \)) indicates the consistency of data quality and measurement parameters. Calculating the total equivalent concentration ratio of negative and positive ions in the rainwater can confirm the reliability of data. Figure 2 presents the linear regression graph, in which \( \Sigma \text{TZ}^- \) is regressed on \( \Sigma \text{TZ}^+ \). The \( \Sigma \text{TZ}^- / \Sigma \text{TZ}^+ \) ratios for Wanli and Banqiao were 0.812 and 0.880, respectively, and the regression coefficient was 0.993 and 0.974, respectively. The total electrical charge ratios for the cations and anions of this study were within the range of 1 ± 0.25, which indicated a balanced electrical charge.
Table 1. The concentrations of major parameters in rainwater at this study and other places in the Asia (units are in µeq L$^{-1}$ except pH and rainfall in mm).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Locations</th>
<th>Sampling Period</th>
<th>SO$_2$$^{2-}$</th>
<th>nss-SO$_2$$^{2-}$</th>
<th>NO$_3$$^{-}$</th>
<th>Cl$^{-}$</th>
<th>NH$_4$$^{+}$</th>
<th>Na$^{+}$</th>
<th>K$^{+}$</th>
<th>Ca$^{2+}$</th>
<th>nss-Ca$^{2+}$Mg$^{2+}$</th>
<th>H$^{+}$</th>
<th>pH</th>
<th>Rainfall</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Primorskaya, Russia Rural</td>
<td>2015</td>
<td>42.77</td>
<td>39.78</td>
<td>25.41</td>
<td>25.45</td>
<td>25.73</td>
<td>7.79</td>
<td>26.21</td>
<td>25.14</td>
<td>11.23</td>
<td>6.90</td>
<td>5.16</td>
<td>1157</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tokyo, Japan Urban</td>
<td>2015</td>
<td>23.41</td>
<td>21.24</td>
<td>16.27</td>
<td>22.16</td>
<td>20.13</td>
<td>18.04</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>7.12</td>
<td>6.34</td>
<td>4.90</td>
<td>4.79</td>
<td>1641</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kanghiwa, Korea Rural</td>
<td>2015</td>
<td>58.78</td>
<td>53.25</td>
<td>50.46</td>
<td>161.32</td>
<td>99.02</td>
<td>45.02</td>
<td>106.41</td>
<td>19.04</td>
<td>17.11</td>
<td>7.21</td>
<td>20.21</td>
<td>589</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xiaoping, China Urban</td>
<td>2015</td>
<td>100.56</td>
<td>100.12</td>
<td>47.42</td>
<td>7.78</td>
<td>95.15</td>
<td>5.99</td>
<td>86.06</td>
<td>9.59</td>
<td>3.81</td>
<td>5.42</td>
<td>1557</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bangkok, Thailand Urban</td>
<td>2015</td>
<td>15.05</td>
<td>14.09</td>
<td>16.16</td>
<td>7.36</td>
<td>60.74</td>
<td>7.97</td>
<td>1.75</td>
<td>33.89</td>
<td>33.55</td>
<td>3.79</td>
<td>5.09</td>
<td>1593</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ho Chi Minh, Vietnam Urban</td>
<td>2015</td>
<td>95.19</td>
<td>91.02</td>
<td>17.97</td>
<td>52.03</td>
<td>29.44</td>
<td>34.57</td>
<td>12.02</td>
<td>88.51</td>
<td>87.02</td>
<td>35.79</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>1420</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phnom Penh, Cambodia Urban</td>
<td>2015</td>
<td>14.08</td>
<td>13.33</td>
<td>10.36</td>
<td>9.01</td>
<td>18.06</td>
<td>6.28</td>
<td>1.98</td>
<td>23.20</td>
<td>22.93</td>
<td>5.11</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>1103</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tanah Rata, Malaysia Rural</td>
<td>2015</td>
<td>13.72</td>
<td>13.39</td>
<td>7.63</td>
<td>3.75</td>
<td>7.54</td>
<td>2.74</td>
<td>2.37</td>
<td>3.99</td>
<td>3.89</td>
<td>&gt;0.6</td>
<td>19.14</td>
<td>4.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jakarta, Indonesia Urban</td>
<td>2015</td>
<td>34.21</td>
<td>32.54</td>
<td>15.27</td>
<td>17.10</td>
<td>18.94</td>
<td>2.01</td>
<td>12.54</td>
<td>14.85</td>
<td>3.61</td>
<td>14.44</td>
<td>4.84</td>
<td>2807</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This Study

| Wanli, Taiwan Costal         | 11/2014–10/2015 | 69.42         | 52.00             | 25.96       | 171.79   | 23.89       | 144.72   | 8.35   | 38.61     | 32.30              | 73.26  | 46.51| 6790     |
| Banqiao, Taiwan Urban        | 11/2014–10/2015 | 44.01         | 40.44             | 34.98       | 33.65    | 31.37       | 29.68    | 2.99   | 25.76     | 24.46              | 12.83  | 28.63| 3873     |

The data of other places is from Acid Deposition Monitoring in East Asia https://monitoring.eanet.asia/document/public/index.
Figure 2. Relationship between the sum of cations and anions (µeq L\(^{-1}\)).

Figure 3 illustrates the spatial changes in the chemical components of wet deposition in the 10 East Asian regions and this study. In this figure, the main ion concentration of each region is displayed as colored lines on the linear scale. Almost all of SO\(_4^{2-}\), Ca\(^{2+}\), and NH\(_4^+\) in these areas were as the main ions in wet deposition, which is that these areas were clearly affected by human activities. This was mainly because Wanli had the highest sea salt ion concentration of Cl\(^-\) (171.79 µeq L\(^{-1}\)), Na\(^+\) (144.72 µeq L\(^{-1}\)), and Mg\(^{2+}\) (73.26 µeq L\(^{-1}\)), more than 5 times the means of the 10 East Asia regions (Cl\(^-\): 31.37 µeq L\(^{-1}\), Na\(^+\): 15.37 µeq L\(^{-1}\), and Mg\(^{2+}\): 8.87 µeq L\(^{-1}\)). The acid ion concentrations of SO\(_4^{2-}\) (69.42 µeq L\(^{-1}\)) and NO\(_3^-\) (25.96 µeq L\(^{-1}\)) in Wanli were higher than the mean of the 10 East Asia regions (SO\(_4^{2-}\): 40.58 µeq L\(^{-1}\) and NO\(_3^-\): 21.04 µeq L\(^{-1}\)). In Banqiao, the concentrations of SO\(_4^{2-}\) (44.01 µeq L\(^{-1}\)) and NO\(_3^-\) (34.98 µeq L\(^{-1}\)) were higher than the means of the 10 East Asian regions, but the NH\(_4^+\) concentration (31.37 µeq L\(^{-1}\)) was lower than the mean of the 10 East Asia regions (38.43 µeq L\(^{-1}\)). In general, Cl\(^-\), Na\(^+\), and Mg\(^{2+}\) are classified as sea-derived ions [9]. The sum of sea-salt ions (Cl\(^-\), Na\(^+\), and Mg\(^{2+}\)) in wet deposition of Wanli and Banqiao accounted for 64.7% and 31.2% of the total ion concentration, respectively (Figure 4). The sum of the acidic ions (SO\(_4^{2-}\) and NO\(_3^-\)) in wet deposition of Wanli and Banqiao accounted for 15.8% and 32.4%, respectively. For wet deposition of the 10 East Asian regions, the average percentage of sea-salt ions and acidic ions in the total ion concentration were 26.3% and 29.1%, respectively. This clearly differed from the ion composition in wet deposition from northern Taiwan. Furthermore, the ion composition of the two sampling stations in this study was significantly different. The higher concentration of sea-salt ions represents the characteristics of the coastal area of Wanli. As mentioned in 2.1, Banqiao is a typical urban area with a high degree of commercial and industrial development, mainly manifested by high emissions of SO\(_2\), NO\(_x\), and NH\(_3\). Regarding the concentration of main acidic ions in the total ion concentration, Banqiao was double that of Wanli, which may have contributed to wet deposition of Banqiao pH being lower than that of Wanli.
Asian regions, the average percentage of sea-salt ions and acidic ions in the total ion concentration were 26.3% and 29.1%, respectively. This clearly differed from the ion composition in wet deposition from northern Taiwan. Furthermore, the ion composition of the two sampling stations in this study was significantly different. The higher concentration of sea-salt ions represents the characteristics of the coastal area of Wanli. As mentioned in 2.1, Banqiao is a typical urban area with a high degree of commercial and industrial development, mainly manifested by high emissions of SO$_2$, NO$_x$, and NH$_3$.

Regarding the concentration of main acidic ions in the total ion concentration, Banqiao was double that of Wanli, which may have contributed to wet deposition of Banqiao pH being lower than that of Wanli.

Figure 3. Volume weighted means of major ions in precipitation around East Asia.

Figure 4. Cont.
3.2. Enrichment Factors and Relative Source Contributions

The chemical composition of precipitation was mainly affected by anthropogenic sources, sea spray, volcanic activity, biological matter, and wind-blown dust from weathering minerals [18,32,33]. Thus, the ratio between ion and the index ions (enrichment factor; EF) could be used to find out the derived source of the ions. The EFs are often calculated to identify the derived source and contributions of major ions in rainwater [34,35]. Generally, Na$^+$ is used as the indicator element of seawater, since it is assumed to be originating only from marine sources [3,36], and Ca$^{2+}$ is as a reference ion for the crustal indicator [19]. Table 2 presents the ratio of EF$_{m}$ to EF$_{c}$. If the EF value is significantly larger or smaller than 1, the element’s corresponding reference source was enriched or diluted, respectively [18,37,38].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country / Location</th>
<th>EF$_{m}$ Cl$^-$</th>
<th>K$^+$</th>
<th>Ca$^{2+}$</th>
<th>Mg$^{2+}$</th>
<th>SO$_4^{2-}$</th>
<th>EF$_{c}$ Cl$^-$</th>
<th>K$^+$</th>
<th>Na$^+$</th>
<th>Mg$^{2+}$</th>
<th>SO$_4^{2-}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Primorskaya, Russia</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>14.28</td>
<td>24.03</td>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>14.26</td>
<td>&gt;100</td>
<td>1.11</td>
<td>1.04</td>
<td>1.09</td>
<td>&gt;100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tokyo, Japan</td>
<td>1.06</td>
<td>1.62</td>
<td>8.97</td>
<td>1.20</td>
<td>10.73</td>
<td>&gt;100</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>4.45</td>
<td>1.23</td>
<td>&gt;100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kanghwa, Korea</td>
<td>3.09</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>9.61</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>10.79</td>
<td>&gt;100</td>
<td>11.09</td>
<td>4.16</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>&gt;100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xiaoping, China</td>
<td>1.86</td>
<td>75.43</td>
<td>&gt;100</td>
<td>11.70</td>
<td>&gt;100</td>
<td>30.12</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>61.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mt. Sto. Tomas, Philippines</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>8.48</td>
<td>35.73</td>
<td>3.48</td>
<td>7.63</td>
<td>&gt;100</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>1.12</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>30.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bangkok, Thailand</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>9.97</td>
<td>96.61</td>
<td>2.09</td>
<td>1.89</td>
<td>72.39</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>23.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ho Chi Minh, Vietnam</td>
<td>1.30</td>
<td>15.80</td>
<td>58.19</td>
<td>4.56</td>
<td>22.76</td>
<td>&gt;100</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>56.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phnom Penh, Cambodia</td>
<td>1.24</td>
<td>14.35</td>
<td>84.00</td>
<td>3.59</td>
<td>18.54</td>
<td>&gt;100</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>31.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tanah Rata, Malaysia</td>
<td>1.18</td>
<td>39.25</td>
<td>33.10</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>41.34</td>
<td>&gt;100</td>
<td>1.18</td>
<td>1.21</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>&gt;100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jakarta, Indonesia</td>
<td>7.32</td>
<td>&gt;100</td>
<td>&gt;100</td>
<td>7.90</td>
<td>&gt;100</td>
<td>16.7</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>&gt;100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This Study

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Station</th>
<th>EF$_{m}$ Cl$^-$</th>
<th>K$^+$</th>
<th>Ca$^{2+}$</th>
<th>Mg$^{2+}$</th>
<th>SO$_4^{2-}$</th>
<th>EF$_{c}$ Cl$^-$</th>
<th>K$^+$</th>
<th>Na$^+$</th>
<th>Mg$^{2+}$</th>
<th>SO$_4^{2-}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wanli, Taiwan</td>
<td>1.02</td>
<td>2.62</td>
<td>6.06</td>
<td>2.23</td>
<td>3.96</td>
<td>&gt;100</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>6.59</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>94.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Banqiao, Taiwan</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>4.57</td>
<td>19.73</td>
<td>1.90</td>
<td>12.26</td>
<td>&gt;100</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>2.02</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>89.92</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(EF) calculation was based on Equations (6) and (7). Na$^+$ is used as a sea source reference, Ca$^{2+}$ is used as crust source reference [3,14].

The EF$_{m}$ of Cl$^-$ for Wanli and Banqiao was 1.02 and 0.98, respectively, and the EF$_{c}$ values were greater than 100 for both stations. These results indicated that Cl$^-$ mainly derived from marine source. The EF$_{m}$ of K$^+$ (2.62 for Wanli and 4.57 for Banqiao) was greater than 1, which indicated that it may
have been derived from other sources. The EFc of K\textsuperscript{+} (0.43 for Wanli and 0.23 for Banqiao) was lower than 1 may have been diluted by other sources. Suspended particles of K\textsuperscript{+} were the result of biomass combustion [32] and can be found in certain chemical fertilizers [39]. The calculation results of EFm (2.23 for Wanli and 1.90 for Banqiao) and EFc (0.90 for Wanli and 0.77 for Banqiao) of Mg\textsuperscript{2+} were similar to those of K\textsuperscript{+}. The source may have been crustal, with a part from other sources. The EFm of Ca\textsuperscript{2+} (6.06 for Wanli and 19.73 for Banqiao) indicated that it did not come from marine sources and may have been derived from the soil, land dust or limestone, or the weathering of dolomite [38]. The EFm (3.96 for Wanli and 12.3 for Banqiao) and EFc (94.6 for Wanli and 89.9 for Banqiao) of SO\textsubscript{4}\textsuperscript{2−} existed in a highly enriched form. This suggested that anthropogenic activities had a significant effect and that soil dust and sea-salts had the least contribution [18,19].

In order to estimate the contribution of marine and non-marine species in wet deposition, this study used Na\textsuperscript{+} as the reference element [40] to calculate the SSF and non-SSF (NSSF). The NSSF was further divided into CF and AF. For the wet deposition in this study (Table 3), the SSF of Cl\textsuperscript{−} reached up to 97.72%, and the ratio of Na\textsuperscript{+} was also as high as 90%. Therefore, Na\textsuperscript{+} and Cl\textsuperscript{−} in northern Taiwan mainly came from marine sources. For NSSF, crustal Ca\textsuperscript{2+} and K\textsuperscript{+} in wet deposition was also up to 61.88% to showing from crustal sources, whereas anthropogenic SO\textsubscript{4}\textsuperscript{2−} and NO\textsubscript{3}− were over 73.72%, especially in Banqiao to express clearly that SO\textsubscript{4}\textsuperscript{2−} and NO\textsubscript{3}− came from anthropogenic sources. For wet deposition in Banqiao, 94.93% of Ca\textsuperscript{2+} and 78.14% of K\textsuperscript{+} came from crustal sources, whereas 90.73% and 99.85% of SO\textsubscript{4}\textsuperscript{2−} and NO\textsubscript{3}−, respectively, came from anthropogenic sources.

**Table 3. Contributions of the source for major ions.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Wanli</th>
<th>Banqiao</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Marine</td>
<td>Crust</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Na\textsuperscript{+}</td>
<td>SSF(%)</td>
<td>CF(%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Na\textsuperscript{+}</td>
<td>84.82</td>
<td>15.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ca\textsuperscript{2+}</td>
<td>16.49</td>
<td>83.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mg\textsuperscript{2+}</td>
<td>44.84</td>
<td>29.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K\textsuperscript{+}</td>
<td>38.12</td>
<td>61.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cl\textsuperscript{−}</td>
<td>97.72</td>
<td>0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SO\textsubscript{4}\textsuperscript{2−}</td>
<td>25.22</td>
<td>1.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NO\textsubscript{3}−</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>99.70</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 5 shows the temporal changes and monsoon characteristics of nss-SO\textsubscript{4}\textsuperscript{2−} and nss-Ca\textsuperscript{2+} from the two sampling stations. Wanli’s low concentration happened during the period from May to July, whereas that of Banqiao occurred during the period from May to September. As mentioned in 2.1, the high percentage of nss-SO\textsubscript{4}\textsuperscript{2−} indicated the effect of rapid industrialization, which was accompanied by high degree of energy consumption and SO\textsubscript{2} emission [37]. The results in all these studied areas revealed that Ca\textsuperscript{2+} in wet deposition may have come from crust. Almost all of Ca\textsuperscript{2+} cannot only be attributed to crustal sources, namely rocks (dolomite and limestone) weathering [33,36]. Large quantities of nss-Ca\textsuperscript{2+} may have been derived from the distant transportation of soil and dust from arid and semiarid areas [37]; however, nss-Ca\textsuperscript{2+} can also be attributed to anthropogenic activities, such as that from quarries or cement plants [41].
Generally, the acidity of wet deposition is controlled by acidic ions dissociation from H$_2$SO$_4$ and HNO$_3$. The neutralization of these acidic substances mainly occurs from the presence of NH$_3$ and CaCO$_3$ [27,37]. Harrison and Pio (1983) [42] indicated that SO$_4^{2-}$ and NO$_3^-$ ion concentrations remain relatively constant with elevation and that NH$_3$ and NH$_4^+$ ion concentrations rapidly decrease with increasing elevation. According to the above, at cloud level acidic species such as H$_2$SO$_4$, HNO$_3$, and NH$_4$HSO$_4$ are more likely to be in majority over neutralized species like (NH$_4$)$_2$SO$_4$ and NH$_4$NO$_3$ [20]. Neutralization process occurs when Ca(OH)$_2$ and Mg(OH)$_2$ reacts with H$_2$SO$_4$ and HNO$_3$ in cloud condensation nuclei. Below the clouds, SO$_2$ absorbs suspended particulates that contain Ca$^{2+}$ and Mg$^{2+}$ and then reacts with ammonia to produce neutralization [20,43]. In wet deposition, nss-SO$_4^{2-}$ and NO$_3^-$ are the two main acidic components. Therefore, FA can be used to evaluate the neutralization level of wet deposition acidity [20,38].

In the study area, the FA (Table 4) was 0.60 for Wanli and 0.38 for Banqiao. This suggested that 40% and 62% of inorganic acids were neutralized within wet deposition of Wanli and Banqiao,
The mean AAI of the 10 East Asia regions was 69.45%, which was higher than that of Wanli (25.05%) and Banqiao (39.72%). This indicated that northern Taiwan had insufficient ammonia to neutralize the sulfuric acid and nitric acid. The NH$_4^+$/NO$_3^-$ ratio (Figure 6) for Wanli (0.92) and Banqiao (0.90) was less than 1. This indicated that ammonia contributed little to the neutralization of precipitation acidity. However, the NH$_4^+$/NO$_3^-$ mean for the 10 East Asian regions was 1.83, which was significantly higher than 1.00. Thus, ammonia neutralized the nitrates to form NH$_4$NO$_3$ in the atmosphere [46].

Table 4. Neutralization Factor analysis result.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>FA</th>
<th>NF$_{\text{NH}_4^+}$</th>
<th>NF$_{\text{K}^+}$</th>
<th>NF$_{\text{Mg}^{2+}}$</th>
<th>NF$_{\text{Ca}^{2+}}$</th>
<th>NP/AP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wanli</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>0.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Banqiao</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>0.74</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The mean concentration of NH$_4^+$ in wet deposition of Wanli and Banqiao was 23.89 and 31.37 μeq L$^{-1}$, respectively, which was lower than the mean of the 10 East Asian regions (38.43 μeq L$^{-1}$). The mean AAI of the 10 East Asia regions was 69.45%, which was higher than that of Wanli (25.05%) and Banqiao (39.72%). This indicated that northern Taiwan had insufficient ammonia to neutralize the sulfuric acid and nitric acid. The NH$_4^+$/NO$_3^-$ ratio (Figure 6) for Wanli (0.92) and Banqiao (0.90) was less than 1. This indicated that ammonia contributed little to the neutralization of precipitation acidity. However, the NH$_4^+$/NO$_3^-$ mean for the 10 East Asian regions was 1.83, which was significantly higher than 1.00. Thus, ammonia neutralized the nitrates to form NH$_4$NO$_3$ in the atmosphere [46].

Figure 6. Cont.
3.4. Correlation Analysis and PCA

The correlation analysis of the main ions in the study region (Table 5) presents a significant and positive correlation between Na\(^+\) and Cl\(^-\) for the two monitoring stations (0.994 for Wanli and 0.907 for Banqiao). This indicated that the Na\(^+\) and Cl\(^-\) mainly came from marine sources [38], and a high degree of correlation occurred between Mg\(^{2+}\), Ca\(^{2+}\), and SO\(_4^{2-}\) and sea-salt ions Na\(^+\) and Cl\(^-\) at Wanli station \((R > 0.953)\). This indicated that the Mg\(^{2+}\), Ca\(^{2+}\), and SO\(_4^{2-}\) from the coastal area may have been derived from marine sources. In wet deposition in Banqiao, a significant correlation occurred between SO\(_4^{2-}\) and NO\(_3^-\) \((R = 0.878)\). The precipitation source may have been similar to chemical reactions such as the combustion of fossil fuel or industrial activity [37] and co-emission of their precursors [19]. However, the wet deposition in Wanli did not reveal a high correlation between SO\(_4^{2-}\) and NO\(_3^-\) \((R = 0.132)\). This indicated that the sources of acid ions from the two areas were inconsistent. Mg\(^{2+}\) and Ca\(^{2+}\) \((0.989 \text{ for Wanli and } 0.620 \text{ for Banqiao})\) had a good correlation. Studies have indicated that other than natural dust, the high correlation between the two ions may have been caused by quarries or cement plants in urban areas [38,47–49]. A positive correlation \((R > 0.629)\) occurred between Na\(^+\), Mg\(^{2+}\), Ca\(^{2+}\), and NH\(_4^+\) and SO\(_4^{2-}\) and NO\(_3^-\) for wet deposition in Banqiao. Lu et al. [19] indicated that this may result from the reaction between alkaline substances with rich Ca\(^{2+}\) and Mg\(^{2+}\) content and H\(_2\)SO\(_4\), HNO\(_3\), and HCl. In the atmosphere, ammonia often occurs in the form of (NH\(_4\))\(_2\)SO\(_4\), NH\(_4\)HSO\(_4\), and NH\(_4\)NO\(_3\). These are the product of the reaction between ammonia, H\(_2\)SO\(_4\), and HNO\(_3\) [32].
Table 5. Pearson's correlation coefficient for ionic constituents.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>H⁺</th>
<th>Cl⁻</th>
<th>NO₃⁻</th>
<th>SO₄²⁻</th>
<th>Na⁺</th>
<th>NH₄⁺</th>
<th>K⁺</th>
<th>Mg²⁺</th>
<th>Ca²⁺</th>
<th>nss-SO₄²⁻</th>
<th>nss-Ca²⁺</th>
<th>Banqiao n = 59</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>H⁺</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.132</td>
<td>0.770**</td>
<td>0.033</td>
<td>0.077</td>
<td>0.782**</td>
<td>−0.031</td>
<td>−0.065</td>
<td>−0.023</td>
<td>0.022</td>
<td>−0.037</td>
<td>** Significant at 0.01 level. * Significant at 0.05 level.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cl⁻</td>
<td>0.253</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.209*</td>
<td>0.972**</td>
<td>0.994**</td>
<td>0.126</td>
<td>0.679**</td>
<td>0.953**</td>
<td>0.968**</td>
<td>0.959**</td>
<td>0.959**</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NO₃⁻</td>
<td>0.637**</td>
<td>0.457**</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.032</td>
<td>0.195</td>
<td>0.895**</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>0.023</td>
<td>0.103</td>
<td>0.015</td>
<td>0.079</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SO₄²⁻</td>
<td>0.465**</td>
<td>0.696**</td>
<td>0.878**</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.974**</td>
<td>0.055</td>
<td>0.657**</td>
<td>0.989**</td>
<td>0.991**</td>
<td>0.999**</td>
<td>0.988**</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Na⁺</td>
<td>0.171</td>
<td>0.907**</td>
<td>0.549**</td>
<td>0.815**</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.232</td>
<td>0.117</td>
<td>−0.039</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.989**</td>
<td>0.989**</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NH₄⁺</td>
<td>0.498**</td>
<td>0.206</td>
<td>0.782**</td>
<td>0.629**</td>
<td>0.232</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.066**</td>
<td>0.666**</td>
<td>0.654**</td>
<td>0.665**</td>
<td>0.999**</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K⁺</td>
<td>0.073</td>
<td>0.405**</td>
<td>0.010</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.117</td>
<td>−0.039</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.039</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.988**</td>
<td>0.999**</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mg²⁺</td>
<td>0.246</td>
<td>0.802**</td>
<td>0.690**</td>
<td>0.903**</td>
<td>0.933**</td>
<td>0.349**</td>
<td>−0.043</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.988**</td>
<td>0.999**</td>
<td>0.987**</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ca²⁺</td>
<td>0.255</td>
<td>0.547**</td>
<td>0.654**</td>
<td>0.745**</td>
<td>0.541**</td>
<td>0.573**</td>
<td>0.086</td>
<td>0.620**</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>nss-SO₄²⁻</td>
<td>0.999**</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nss-SO₄²⁻</td>
<td>0.499**</td>
<td>0.632**</td>
<td>0.902**</td>
<td>0.996**</td>
<td>0.751**</td>
<td>0.676**</td>
<td>−0.021</td>
<td>0.863**</td>
<td>0.752**</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>nss-SO₄²⁻</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nss-Ca²⁺</td>
<td>0.251</td>
<td>0.484**</td>
<td>0.632**</td>
<td>0.701**</td>
<td>0.468**</td>
<td>0.579**</td>
<td>0.078</td>
<td>0.558**</td>
<td>0.996**</td>
<td>0.715**</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Wanli n = 99
PCA has been widely applied for precipitation chemical data analysis to identify possible pollutant sources and determine key relationships between variables [9,20]. The main ions in wet deposition can come from nature, anthropogenic or mixed origins, which are based on their source or precursor sources [50]. PCA of the main ions in wet deposition of northern Taiwan (Table 6) revealed that Wanli had two main component eigenvalues that were greater than 1. They accounted for 91.43% of the total variance. Banqiao had three main component eigenvalues that were greater than 1, and they accounted for 85.04% of the total variance.

Table 6. Factor analysis results of ions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Wanli</th>
<th>Banqiao</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>nss-SO$_4^{2-}$</td>
<td>0.984</td>
<td>−0.030</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NO$_3^-$</td>
<td>0.156</td>
<td>0.962</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mg$^2+$</td>
<td>0.979</td>
<td>−0.129</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cl$^-$</td>
<td>0.985</td>
<td>0.061</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Na$^+$</td>
<td>0.981</td>
<td>0.037</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NH$_4^+$</td>
<td>0.073</td>
<td>0.970</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nss-Ca$_{2+}$</td>
<td>0.984</td>
<td>−0.060</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K$^+$</td>
<td>0.737</td>
<td>−0.140</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eigenvalue</td>
<td>5.378</td>
<td>1.937</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Variance (%)</td>
<td>67.220</td>
<td>24.210</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Possible source: Marine, Anthropogenic, Mixed, Marine, Crust

Wanli’s first main component (Factor 1) accounted for 67.22% of the total variance. The high Cl$^-$, Mg$^2+$, Na$^+$, and nss-SO$_4^{2-}$ and nss-Ca$_{2+}$ loadings (>0.90) indicated they had the same source. In addition, the high Cl$^-$, Mg$^2+$, and Na$^+$ loadings indicated that the ocean was the main contributor. Moreover, nss-SO$_4^{2-}$ and nss-Ca$_{2+}$ were contributed by biological, crustal and anthropogenic sources. The second main component (Factor 2) accounted for 24.21% of the total variance. NH$_4^+$ and NO$_3^-$ had correspondingly high loadings (>0.90). The NH$_4^+$ may have originated from agricultural, industrial, and transportation tool emission sources [34,51]. In cities, transportation tool emission was the main source of NO$_3^-$ [50,52]. Thus, the possible sources for Wanli included marine sources and other anthropogenic emission sources (such as those from transportation tools).

The first factor for Banqiao (Factor 1) accounted for 60.71% of the total variance. Overall, nss-SO$_4^{2-}$ and NO$_3^-$ had a high loading (>0.90) and primarily came from human activity such as industrial and vehicle emissions [53]. The second main component (Factor 2) accounted for 14.32% of the total variance. Na$^+$ and Cl$^-$ both had high loadings (>0.5) and possibly came from marine sources. Taiwan is an island that is surrounded by oceans, and thus marine sources play a major role. The third main component (Factor 3) accounted for 10.01% of the total variance. K$^+$ in Factor 3 had a higher loading (0.875). In urban areas, the biomass burning is a source of potassium [9,54,55]. Thus, Banqiao’s wet deposition exhibited classic urban pattern sources. The sources of acidic ions were sulfates and nitrates that were the reactive products of anthropogenic emissions, such as sulfur oxides and nitrogen oxides. Acidic ions may have also been derived from some natural marine sources and biomass burning.

4. Conclusions

This study used the precipitation observation data collected in the Wanli and Banqiao over 12 months and their precipitation chemical properties to determine contribution sources of the atmospheric pollutants. The result against a background of Wanli facilitates a further insight into the impact of local and regional atmospheric pollutant distributions on urban and coastal area environments. The mean pH of wet disposition of this study was far lower than that of 10 East Asian regions (5.31).
Wanli had a pH value of 4.63, whereas Banqiao had a pH value of 4.58. Acid rain frequency was 71.7% for Wanli and 85.1% for Banqiao, which signified that problems concerning acidic wet deposition in northern Taiwan remained severe. The total concentration of \( \text{SO}_4^{2-} \) and \( \text{NO}_3^- \) in the study area is higher than the average of 10 East Asian regions, which may be the main reason. Sulfates and nitrates were the main substances that caused acid rain. These substances came from industrial activity and transportation and were mainly caused by anthropogenic activities.

The analysis results for ion composition and EFs suggested that \( \text{Cl}^- \), \( \text{Na}^+ \), and \( \text{Mg}^{2+} \) are the main substances in Wanli’s precipitation, and they accounted for 69.2% of the total ions. The \( \text{Na}^+ / \text{Cl}^- \) ratio of 0.84 and \( \text{EF}_m \) of 1.02 indicated that marine droplets were the main contributors of atmospheric substances, having an average SSF value of \( \text{Cl}^- \) and \( \text{Na}^+ \) over 85%. For Banqiao’s precipitation, \( \text{Cl}^- \), \( \text{Na}^+ \), and \( \text{Mg}^{2+} \) only accounted for 31.2% of the total ions because the amount of sea-salt ions decreased as the distance from the coast increased. Furthermore, \( \text{SO}_4^{2-} \) and \( \text{NO}_3^- \) only accounted for 15.8% of the total ions in Wanli’s precipitation but accounted for 32.4% in Banqiao’s precipitation. Because \( \text{SO}_4^{2-} \) and \( \text{NO}_3^- \) were produced by anthropogenic emissions, they were mainly related to industrial combustion and vehicle emissions. The high percentage of nss-\( \text{SO}_4^{2-} \) and \( \text{NO}_3^- \) in Banqiao (average over 90%) also showed the impact of rapid industrialization.

The FA, NF, and the acid/alkali balance ratio (NP/AP) revealed contribution of acidic substances and neutralizing compounds to the acidity of precipitation. The results indicated that the lack of neutralizing compounds in the study region’s precipitation caused acidification because this reduced the neutralizing effect on acidic precipitation. For wet deposition in northern Taiwan, the ionizing acidity produced from nss-\( \text{SO}_4^{2-} \) and \( \text{NO}_3^- \) exceeded the neutralizing reaction of neutralizing cations (such as ammonia ions). Furthermore, sulfuric acid had a greater impact on precipitation acidity than did nitric acid, which showed that the concentration and emission quantity of acid-causing substances and neutralizing compounds in the atmosphere, neutralization capability, were the main factors in the formation of acid rain in the study region.

The EFs, correlation, and PCA indicated that because of Wanli’s geographical proximity to the coast and seasonal climate factors, its main source of pollution came from marine droplets. The emissions also contained other anthropogenic emission sources (such as from transportation tools). Banqiao is urbanized and has a high population density and high traffic volume, which resulted in industrial combustion and vehicle emission being the main emission sources. Banqiao’s atmosphere was affected by local anthropogenic activities, and this effect was compounded by marine sources. This study discovered that precipitation chemistry was related to pollutant sources and transmission. The local and regional distributions of atmospheric pollutants were verified to exert different effects on coastal and urban cities. The precipitation chemical properties exhibited different characteristics in different regions and locations.
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